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Background & Aims

The IVIP project
• Improving Voice Identification Procedures
• Interdisciplinary ESRC funded project in linguistics, criminology,
psychology and law
• Aims to improve the understanding of earwitness behaviour and to
improve the interaction of the criminal justice system with the use
of earwitness evidence.
• Strand 3 of the project is looking at how social stereotypes affect voice
identification.

Background: Sociolinguistics
• People harbour stereotypes about
people based on their voices and
regional accents.
• Judgements of social traits group in
terms of status (prestige), social
attractiveness (solidarity) and
dynamism (Coupland & Bishop 2007;
Dragojevic et al. 2021).

Accent(s)

Judgement

Birmingham

Lowest social
attractiveness &
prestige

RP/SSBE (Standard
English)

Highest social
attractiveness, high
prestige

Newcastle and
West Country

High social
attractiveness, low
prestige

London

Low social
attractiveness, high
prestige

Reference

Coupland &
Bishop 2007

Background: Forensic linguistics
• People with certain accents being predicted as more
likely to commit certain crimes than others (e.g.
Seggie 1983; Dixon et al. 1994; 2002)
→ Non-standard accents associated with blue-collar
crime – association with violence
→ Standard accents more associated with whitecollar crime – association with deception

Non-standard
accents
Low social
status

High
criminality

Aims
Variation between non-standard
accents?

Non-standard
accents
Low social
status

High
criminality

Updated results for
status & solidarity?

Broader range of
crime types?
Relationship
between behaviour
& traits?

Aims

1. To provide contemporary results for accent judgements across a
range of British English accents and social traits.
2. To examine whether listeners perceive speakers as more or less
likely to behave in certain (criminal) ways.

Methodology

Methodology

• 100 participants heard 10 x 30s speech
samples.
• Belfast1, Birmingham1, Bradford2, Bristol1,
Cardiff1, Glasgow3, Liverpool1, London4,
Newcastle5, SSBE6
• Rated statements on Likert scale 1-7 from
‘Strongly disagree’ to ‘Strongly agree’

1. International Dialects of English Archive 2. WYRED 3.Scots Syntax Atlas 4. Eivind
Torgersen 5. IViE 6.DyViS

Methodology
• Social traits questions based on ‘Defendant Vocal Characteristics Scale’
(Cantone et al. 2019) and ‘Speech Evaluation Instrument’ (Zahn & Hopper
1985)
• Grouped into three categories of traits – status (e.g. ‘educated’),
attractiveness (e.g. ‘friendly’) and dynamism (e.g. ‘confident’)
• Behavioural questions motivated by wanting to find ratings for morally
good, bad, and ambiguous behaviours
• As well as a range of offence types, without blue/white collar associations

Results

Re s u l t s : B e h a v i o u r ( M o ra l )
• Belfast & Glasgow rated high for
‘morally good’ behaviours
• Belfast and Glasgow also lowest
for ‘morally bad’ behaviours
• SSBE does well on one morally
good behaviour – ‘return a lost
wallet’ – but not the other – ‘stand
up for someone’
• Also most likely to ‘Report a
relative to the police for a minor
offence’

Re s u l t s : B e h a v i o u r s ( C r i m i n a l )
• Specific crimes: SSBE least likely to
commit some crimes – ‘physical assault’,
‘shoplift’ and ‘vandalise a shop front’
• Belfast next least likely for all these, as
well as ‘drive dangerously’
• Liverpool most likely to ‘shoplift’,
‘physically assault someone’ and
‘vandalise a shop front’
• Bradford and London most likely to ‘drive
dangerously’
• London and Liverpool most likely to
commit sex offence

Re s u l t s : S o c i a l Tra i t s ( St at u s )

• Status dimensions (excluding ‘working
class’)
• SSBE overwhelmingly rated higher
than all other voices
• Bradford, Liverpool, London and
Newcastle lowest

Re s u l t s : S o c i a l Tra i t s ( A tt ra c t i v e n e s s )

• Attractiveness dimensions
• Belfast, Cardiff and Glasgow rated
highest
• Newcastle rated lowest

Discussion

Discussion & Implications
• Standard variety associated with high status, and low criminality
à New insight on morally ambiguous behaviour
• Some more detail on variation in judgements of non-standard British accents
à Birmingham not as strongly negative as previous studies
à Newcastle much less positive – speaker issues?
• Scottish and Irish accents do well on solidarity dimensions
à They also rate high for morally good behaviours and low for morally bad
à Demographics?

Discussion & Implications
• Accents rated low on status & high on crime are Northern English accents

• Association between ‘blue-collar’/violent crime and Northern English & London accents
à Driving and sex offences less clear relationship with status
à Possible relationship with social attractiveness?

• Forensic implications: bringing bias to the courtroom.

Thank you!
www.phonetics.mmll.cam.ac.uk/ivip
@ivipproject
aep58@cam.ac.uk
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Further issues

• Variation between voices in
terms of identification
responses.
• How do we quantify
correctness?
• What does this mean for
stereotypes about accents?
Bradford

Glasgow

